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Dear Parents/Guardians 

“The secret of genius is to carry the spirit of the child into old age, which means 

never losing your enthusiasm.” 

Aldous Huxley 
 

You may have picked up on a recurring theme on the quotes I have been using at the beginning of each weekly 

letter: childhood. As the final two weeks unfold, I am reminded EVERYDAY what a privilege it is to be at Clifton: 

whether a child, parent or staff member. One cannot put a price on the magic of childhood that Clifton offers our 

children.  

 

The number of Old Cliftonians visiting Clifton in recent weeks and months has seen a significant increase – there is 

an obvious message in that! 

 

Our Grade 1s and 5s are away on trips - I know that they will be back with many stories to tell, along with memories 

made. The voluntary Hike to the Berg last weekend, led by Mrs Cyndi Jonker reinforces what we get right here at 

Clifton; providing opportunities to be adventurous, curious, willing to take a risk… within a safe environment. 

 

I wish our Grade 7s well as they begin their Review Week assessments.  

 

The following article by Gwen Dewar is a useful and valuable one for 

parents/teachers about “coaching our child’s negative emotions”. 

Practical and insightful, the article is definitely worth a read. The link is 

https://www.parentingscience.com/emotion-coaching.html 
  

Have a lovely weekend! 

Kind regards 

 

 
VIKTOR KURZ 
HEADMASTER 

“Our Grade 0s recreated the Clifton badge” 

mailto:reception@cliftonprep.org.za
https://www.parentingscience.com/emotion-coaching.html
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“This is what we are at Clifton. - No matter 
who you are, you can always be better… 
this is about giving your personal best!” 

 
 

 

 

“Striving to be better and putting in the hours, produces perseverance and becoming better at what we do.” 

 

 

 

 

 

“Our Estates Staff proudly 

sporting their new 

uniforms… looking smart 

and working smart!” 
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Outing to Chocolate Heaven 
Cacao beans come from Brazil and we discussed this country in our Theme lessons. So, we decided to imbibe in 
Chocolate… and visited Chocolate Heaven at District 103. The children each received a plate filled with delicacies to 
dip into the chocolate and the fun began! There was chocolate everywhere – faces, hair, clothes and hands. What fun 
we have in Grade 3! 

  

 

 

Gr 3 Mehndi hand painting 
As part of our "Cultures of The World" theme, our Gr 3s were treated to a morning of Mehndi painting by Elvis 
Kalika's niece. The children chose their own design to be drawn on the inside of their non-writing hands. They have 
learnt about how the Henna paste is made, as well as when Mehndi is used and for which occasions it is a popular 
choice. This was an enriching experience and an insight into the Indian culture. An exciting time was enjoyed by all.  
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